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CS1100 -  Introduction to Computer 
Science
Achievement of the course: 
At the end of the course, the students:
● They know the areas of knowledge of CS and its 
influence in all other areas of knowledge.
● They understand the importance of applying 
computational thinking when proposing an 
algorithm that can be encoded in a programming 
language.
● They code programs in a programming language, 
using: simple and complex data, control 
structures, functions, lists and files.
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Some number about this course
Computer Science Team
Lecturer: 




















1. What is Computing?
2. Data storage
3. Data Manipulation
4. Networking and internet




9. Systems of Databases
10. Computer Graphics
11. Artificial Intelligence
12. Theory of Computing
Theory Sessions
Students:
            Freshmen
                           No previous experience is required
Methodology: Theater in class (Theory Sessions)
Computational thinking Computing without computers
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